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About Us

employees based at our 
Headquarters in Bournemouth,  
UK.52 12

  trusted supply partners manufacture our foods  
on our behalf. Most are based in Europe, with our 
raisin suppliers based in Turkey and California.

We use around 200 organic  
raw ingredients to make  
our foods.200

of all households with children aged 0-4 years  
have Organix foods in their cupboards! That’s  
almost 1.4 million parents buying Organix each  
year for their little ones.2

50%

1
   Spirit book tells  
the story of who we  
are and why we do  
what we do. It’s our 
‘bible’ and we live  
by it every day.

125m
   infant rice cakes are munched, crunched  
and nibbled each year. If you stacked these  
on top of each other they would reach to the 
International Space Station and back!

5.4%
  year-on-year growth achieved by  
our business in 2017, making Organix 
a £40 million pound business today.

5,000+
  retail stores across the UK and Ireland  
sell Organix foods and we are the leading 
online baby food brand in the UK.1

15
   food companies 
worldwide, including 
Organix, are part of the 
Hero Group - a family 
owned food business 
based in Switzerland.

26
  years of pioneering change in children’s food, challenging 
the Government and the food industry to improve the 
choices on offer to parents and little ones.

1

Over 80 different  
foods for children  
to enjoy across our  
Organix and  
Goodies ranges.
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Find out more:
Our 2016 report, published in May 2017, was Organix first sustainability report. It was 
prepared using GRI Standards - international, best practice guidelines for sustainability 
reporting - and contains comprehensive information about our approach and policies 
across all areas of Making Things Better. We plan to produce a full, GRI-based report 
every two years, with a shorter progress report in the years in between. This progress 
report covers information and data for the calendar year 2017.

To read our full 2016 sustainability report visit 
www.organix.com/GRI

Hello
Welcome to Organix 2017 Sustainability Progress 
Report. Here you’ll find lots of news about how we’ve 
been Making Things Better over the last year. There are 
updates across the four areas that together make up 
our approach to being a sustainable business:

Food you can trust:  
Our commitment to good food starts with us. We make 
food you can trust and work to our No Junk Promise.

Making change happen:  
We set high standards for our foods and campaign  
for a better food industry. We want to make it easier  
for parents to make good food choices.

Putting people first:  
We put people first every day. It’s about how we treat 
each other and those we do business with, and how we 
support our local community.

Caring for tomorrow:  
We believe in protecting the earth’s resources for future 
generations. We are working to make our food in the 
most sustainable way possible.
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Since joining Organix as MD just 
over a year ago, I have been struck 
by how committed every single one 
of my colleagues is to achieving  
our vision: a world where healthy, 
nutritious food is a real choice for 
everyone. It is this campaigning spirit 
– a passion for Making Things Better 
– which makes our company and  
our food unique.

Sustainability has always been 
central to how we do things – not 
just since it’s become popular to do 
so, but since day one, when Organix 
was founded twenty-six years ago. 

Our ambition is to make the best 
food in the most sustainable way. 
We want to show what’s possible  
so that others will follow. 

I am very proud of what we’ve 
achieved over the last year, from 
challenging the big retailers to  
help us raise standards in children’s 
food, to reducing our environmental 
impacts, to launching a new 
employee volunteering scheme. 

I hope you will enjoy reading our 
progress report, and that it gives  
you a sense of the Organix spirit -  
our purpose, our people, and our 
passion for driving change. 

A few words from Philipp…

Philipp von Jagow  
Managing Director
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As Head of Sustainability at Organix, 
a role I’ve had for ten years now,  
I understand the reality of what it 
takes to become a sustainable 
business. Sometimes it can feel like a 
huge challenge, but I am frequently 
energised by what we have achieved 
so far and by our ambition to do 
even more in the future. 

In our first sustainability report 
launched in May last year, we 
outlined our commitment to the 
United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals. Although  
we’re a small company, we believe 
we can make a contribution to the 
bigger, global picture. 

At the start of 2017 we set  
ourselves a series of goals across  
the different areas of Making Things 
Better. As you’ll read in this report, 
we’ve taken some great steps 
forward, completing nearly all of  
the short-term goals and making 
good progress on the longer-term 
ones. But there’s always more to do.

From 2018 we will be focusing  
on a core set of challenging 
environmental and Food Leadership 
projects, which will help us increase 
our positive impact. There are  
bound to be hurdles along the way, 
but I know that our belief in what 
we’re doing and our determination 
to make a difference will carry us 
onwards and upwards.

And from Steve…

Stephen Stones  
Head of Technical and 
Sustainability



Reducing our carbon footprint
We made progress on gathering the data to  
help us better understand, measure and monitor  
our environmental impacts. We also reduced  
carbon emissions across the board, from 
warehousing, to transport, to employee travel.  
> See page 11 

Highlights from 2017

 
Exposing slipping 
standards
We embarked on a major benchmarking 
exercise to analyse over 140 snack foods 
sold on the baby aisle in UK supermarkets. 
Our aim is to expose the slipping standards 
we see around us, which have the potential 
to have a detrimental impact on  
children’s health. > See page 5 

New finger  
foods and snacks
We developed delicious  
new foods made with  
ingredients that have positive 
nutritional credentials, and  
that give parents and little  
ones lots of great choices  
for healthy, tasty snacks.  
> See page 5 

Employee volunteering
We launched a new volunteering scheme, with  
a range of activities people could participate in,  
from working at a nature reserve, to helping out  
in a community garden. > See page 9 

Developing our  
people’s resilience
We ran resilience training workshops for 
everyone at Organix. Delivered by external 
experts, the aim was to help people feel 
more confident and capable when dealing 
with pressure and change. > See page 9 

Turning retailers  
into food leaders
We presented our approach to Food Leadership 
to the UK’s major retailers, explaining the rigorous 
lengths Organix goes to when developing and 
making our foods and opening their eyes to some 
of the poor practices in foods targeted towards 
babies and toddlers. A number of retailers are 
now actively working with us to help make  
things better. > See page 7 
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Food you can trust

Did you know? Up to 75% of infant  
finger foods and snacks sold today are  
not covered by current baby food 
legislation categories, creating a ‘grey 
area’ that is allowing poorer quality  
foods onto the market and leaving 
companies to self-police.3 

We believe that giving children good quality,  
healthy food should be easy for parents, and enjoyable 
for children. And that food companies should only  
sell foods that are nutritionally sound. 

Some inappropriate on-pack claims of ‘natural’ or 
‘nutritionist approved’ can mask the poor quality of many  
f the children’s snack foods available on the market today.  
At Organix, we want to show that it’s possible to make high 
quality, delicious food, with the best organic ingredients and 
nothing unncessary. We’re setting standards in the food 
industry that we hope others will follow.

How we do things
Our No Junk Promise is our commitment to being ‘Always 
Organic’, using ‘Nothing Unnecessary’, and ‘Setting Standards’ 
for our foods and our industry. It sits at the heart of 
everything we do.

Our foods contain on average just six ingredients –  
a lot less than many similar foods.

We source our raw ingredients from organic producers 
around the world and can trace each one from the 
supermarket shelf back to the field it was grown in  
within hours.

We work with a small number of trusted supply partners to 
make our foods. We’ve partnered with some them for over 
ten years and we view them as an extension of our own team. 

Our Food Leadership team drives the work we do to 
continuously raise the bar for our own foods, and to  
inspire retailers, policy makers and other food brands  
to up their game.

200
  organic raw ingredients  
sourced from around  
the world

6
  ingredients used,  
on average, in each  
of our foods

100%
  All of our foods are clearly 
labelled with ingredients adding 
up to 100%, with no exceptions

ORGANIX SUSTAINABILITY PROGRESS REPORT 2017
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54g

We’re here to help:

0800 393 511 (UK) or 1 800 40 92 78 (ROI)

Freepost, Organix

We love making things better:

a better world where making good

food choices is easy. That’s why we

make great food that’s always organic,

  with no junk and clear labels.

Join us for lots of tips, advice and recipes for

every stage. www.organix.com

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: Store in a cool dry place.

Once opened store in an airtight container.
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strawberry
baby biscuits

months

• Easy to grip shape

• No artificial colours

  or flavours
• Vegetarian friendly

For playful
busy babies

Tasty rings
to take
time over

Good to
know:

artificial
flavours
no

DE-ÖKO-003

EU/non EU

agriculture                                 
                                 

                                 
            

Made under

organic
standards in Germany exclusively for

Organix Brands Ltd., Dorset, BH2 5LT.

ORGANIX & NO JUNK PROMISE are

Registered Trade Marks of Organix

Brands Ltd.

SAFETY ADVICE: For little ones 10 months+ who are sitting

down and supervised.

Organic strawberry baby biscuits

containing wheat flour, grape juice,

strawberry and added vitamin B1.

9-0470-14-100-00

FS5225/2CARTON –
RECYCLED CARD

widely recycled

TRAY – PLASTIC

check local recycling

WRAPPER – FILM

not currently recycled

Wheat flour

Grape juice concentrate

Sustainably sourced palm oil

Sunflower oil

Strawberry powder

Raising agent (sodium bicarbonate)*

Thiamin (vitamin B1)*

59%
26%

6%
5%
3%

<1%
<1%

*Raising agent (sodium bicarbonate)

and Thiamin (vitamin B1) have no organic certification
TOTAL 100%

ALLERGY ADVICE: For allergens, including cereals containing gluten,

see ingredients highlighted in bold. May contain traces of milk and

nuts as this food is made in a factory that handles milk and nuts.

Our organic ingredients

Nutritional information

Energy

Fat
of which saturates

Carbohydrate

of which sugars

Fibre

Protein

Sodium

Salt

Thiamin (vitamin B1)

1880kJ/448kcal

14g

4.0g
71g
18g

3.0g

7.2g

0.17g

0.42g

2.2mg

113kJ/27kcal

0.9g

0.2g

4.3g

1.1g

<0.5g

<0.5g

0.01g

0.03g

0.13mg

Typical value
per 100g

Typical value

per biscuit

Contains naturally occurring sugars

Best before:
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New finger foods and snacks 
We completed the development of six 
new foods, all made with ingredients 
selected for variety, taste and nutritional 
content. Our aim is not just to keep  
unnecessary ingredients out; it’s also  
to pack beneficial ingredients in. Our 
new pea puffs are made with just two 
ingredients – 80% peas and 20% corn 
- giving little ones a tasty snack that is 
100% no junk. And our cheese and 
onion lentil hoops are a perfect way 
for children to eat lentils, with their 
positive nutritional credentials. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Improving our recipes
We ran a nutritional review of our 
existing foods (something we do 
regularly), casting an uber-critical eye 
over our recipes to see if we could  
improve them nutritionally. We’re  
now fine-tuning a number of recipes, 
reducing the total sugar naturally  
found in our fruit ingredients  
and reviewing our 
portion sizes, to  
bring our foods in  
line with the latest 
Public Health  
England guidance.

Exposing slipping standards 
Concerned by the lack of 
adherence to regulations and 
standards in the children’s finger 
food and snack food market, 
Organix undertook a huge 
benchmarking and data collection 
exercise. We wanted to gather 
robust evidence to help us expose 
the slipping standards we see 
around us, which have the potential 
to have a detrimental impact on 
children’s health. 

We reviewed over 140 of the UK’s 
top baby and toddler snack foods, 
testing them for key contaminants 
such as pesticides, acrylamide, 
patulin and inorganic arsenic. All of 
these contaminants have very low 
target levels for children’s food.

We were disappointed but not 
surprised by our findings, which  
we will publish in a new report due 
out in late 2018. We’ll use it to 
make the case to policy makers to 
strengthen regulations. And we’ll 
use it to raise awareness and drive 
change among parents, retailers 
and the food industry.

Dr. Frankie Phillips,  
Nutrition Advisor to Organix

Widening our reach
Organix foods went on sale in 
Chessington World of Adventures and 
our healthy snacks proved extremely 
popular with visitors. We’re currently in 
discussions with other theme parks and 
leisure centres and we’re on a mission 
to get our foods listed nation-wide, to 
give people healthier choices. 

A new supply partner
We welcomed a new supply partner, 
based in the Czech Republic, into the 
Organix family. They’ll be making three 
of our new foods, and we’ve been busy 
getting them up to speed with our strict 
technical and food safety standards, 
and our ethical Code of Conduct.

Protecting human rights
In July we published a statement on 
our website describing our policies in 

relation to modern slavery and 
human trafficking, as part of our 
compliance with the UK’s Modern 
Slavery Act. We are not aware  
of any modern slavery risks in  
our supply chain. 
 

“ Food manufacturers 
must be totally 
transparent about 
what’s in their food, 
so that children and 
parents can make 
good food choices”

AT A GLANCE PROGRESS ON 2017 GOALS

GOAL PROGRESS STATUS
Goal 1: Inspire a lifelong love of food
Create even more foods with nutritional benefits. Work with our 
parent company, the Hero Group, to develop a set of challenging  
targets that will drive improvements across children’s food –  
snack foods in particular.

•  Developed six new foods made with ingredients that have great 
nutritional credentials. 

•  Developed targets and guidelines for children’s snack foods,  
to be used across the Hero Group. 

Completed

Goal 2: Enhance our data management
Install a new data system to further streamline our technical, food 
development and quality processes, making our safety and quality 
data easier to share, risk assess and compare. 

•  Delayed due to the latest version of the system not being ready  
in 2017. Will be implemented during 2018 and will make food 
traceability and data control tighter and faster, ensure international 
legislation and best practice is easily available, and provide a more 
user-friendly interface for our suppliers.

In progress

Goal 3: Strengthen children’s food regulations
Make the case to Government and the food industry to  
strengthen children’s food regulations.

•  Conducted a major benchmarking exercise to gather robust 
evidence to help us make the case for tighter regulations.

•  Increased our engagement with regulatory bodies including the 
Food Standards Agency, which supports our efforts to clarify and 
improve the current legislative framework. 

In progress

Progress in 2017

55
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Making change happen

Did you know? More than a third  
of foods within the UK infant snacking 
category now contain either added salt, 
unnecessary added sugar, or other 
unnecessary ingredients such as 
flavourings.4

We believe that business can and should change society 
for the better. Through our reports and campaigns we 
raise awareness of the issues we see in children’s food 
that we believe need fixing.

With health such a high priority on everyone’s agenda,  
today our work is more critical than ever. We are actively 
engaging retailers and policy makers on the changes that 
need to happen, and we’re giving parents simple and clear 
information on the impact that food has on children’s health. 
We’re also leading by example, showing, through our own 
actions, that good practice can be profitable. 
 
 

How we do things
We’ve been campaigning for 25 years to raise the quality  
of children’s food. Our 2003 ‘Food for Life’ report inspired 
‘Jamie’s School Dinners’ TV series. Our 2006 ‘Action on 
Additives’ report led to the European Parliament 
implementing a voluntary ban on six artificial colourings.  
And our 2013 ‘Out to Lunch’ campaign saw high street 
restaurants add more salad and vegetable portions to 
children’s menus. 

We champion organic farming and food production, and  
are active members of the UK Soil Association and the 
Organic Trade Board.

We lead by example when it comes to marketing and 
labelling our foods. We go beyond what’s required by law 
and do what we think is right for children and parents, even 
if it sometimes goes against our commercial interests. 

We connect with parents through our No Junk Journey, 
offering simple, clear advice about nutrition, weaning and 
more. Our No Junk parent ambassadors help us spread the 
word to other parents via blogs and social media.

50%
  of the baby food on the 
market is now organic

#1
  We are ranked as Google’s 
number one destination for 
organic weaning advice

30,000+
  parents are signed up to receive 
our regular information and tips

6
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Feed Your Happy
The EU funded ‘Feed Your Happy’ 
campaign, which Organix supports, 
launched in 2017. It featured outdoor, 
print and online marketing, plus 
promotional activities in independent 
organic retail stores. The campaign  
had a very positive impact, with around  
1.4 million people saying they felt more 
positive towards organic products, and 
around 1 million more saying they will 
consider buying organic. There will  
be further activities happening in  
2018, focused around ‘Wake up to 
Organic’ day. 

 

 
 
 

The No Junk Journey
We sent out five No Junk Journey 
packs over the year to our No Junk 
Journey families. Each one had a 
different theme, like ‘Out and about’, 
‘Eating well’ and ‘In the kitchen.’ As 
well as tasty Organix foods, the packs 
contained recipes and tips, which our 
No Junk Journey Mums and Dads  
tried out and then wrote about on  
their blogs. We also ran events, 
including one at our office for our  
25th Anniversary in May, where we 
shared our 2016 sustainability report. 

AT A GLANCE PROGRESS ON 2017 GOALS

GOAL PROGRESS STATUS
Goal 1: Stand up for the ‘real’ taste of food
Identify the biggest issues in food quality, use of ingredients, 
labelling, and claims, and make change on behalf of parents -  
with retailers, brands and the Government.

•  Our benchmarking analysis (See Food you can trust) and further 
research in 2018 will inform a new report we will publish in late 
2018 on the state of the children’s snack food market. It will 
highlight the big issues in children’s food and we will use it to push 
for change with retailers, policy makers, and other food brands.

In progress

Goal 2: Create change in baby food
Change messaging on pack and to parents to reflect the 
recommendation of UK Health Departments and the World Health 
Organisation that solid food should only be given to babies age 6 
months+, not age 4-6 months.

•  Changed all Organix packs to say ‘suitable from 6 months +’. 
•  Encouraged our retail customers to challenge other brands that  

still say ‘4-6 months’ to change their approach, so that parents  
get a consistent message.

Completed

Goal 3: Fly the flag for organic
Support the UK industry funded EU Generic Organic Marketing 
Campaign for the next three years to encourage the growth in 
organic food in the UK. 

•  Supported the EU funded ‘Feed Your Happy’ campaign to raise 
awareness of the benefits of organic food and encourage more 
people to buy organic.

In progress

Turning retailers into  
food leaders
We wanted to raise awareness 
among retailers about the 
unnecessary ingredients found in 
many of the children’s snack foods 
sold on the baby aisle. In 2017 our 
sales team used focused retailer 
strategy days to make the case for 
change to the trading teams from 
the UK’s major retailers. 

Together with Organix Head of 
Food and Head of Standards, they 
talked about Food Leadership, 
explaining what children’s food 
should be like and opening the 
retailers’ eyes to some of the bad 
practices and poor quality foods  
on the market. 

Since then the team have had 
follow-on discussions with a 
number of retailers, who are keen 
to collaborate with us and use their 
influence to help drive positive 
change. We’ll be continuing the 
conversations in 2018, 
so watch this space!

Sinead Bell,  
Category Director - Baby, Beauty  
and Toiletries, Tesco

“ We work with 
suppliers to try to 
make products 
healthier, with no 
impact to taste  
or quality, helping to offer  
more choice for our shoppers”

Helping parents be 
ingredient savvy 
We developed new advertising that 
educates parents on the fact that some 
children’s snack foods contain added 
ingredients such as salt. We also 
developed new packaging for our 
Organix finger foods and cereals, to 
highlight the fact that Organix does  
not add unnecessary ingredients to our 
foods. Both of these steps are aimed  
at helping parents be more ingredient 
savvy, so that they can make better 
choices for their little ones.

Progress in 2017
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Putting people first

77%
  of our employees are women

We are honest  
and always act with 

integrity

2
  members of our HR team  

are qualified coaches

8
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Did you know? Increased resilience at 
work, alongside an effective and well-
rounded wellbeing programme, results  
in 28% more productivity, 31% more 
creativity and 70% of employees being 
likely to recommend their organisation  
as a place to work.5

Everyone at Organix cares about achieving our vision:  
a world where healthy, nutritious food is a real choice  
for everyone. It’s the reason people join us, and it’s  
what motivates us to come to work each day and  
give our best. 

We try to practice what we preach, so when it comes to the 
wellbeing of our employees, we do lots of things to promote 
good physical and mental health. Our people’s passion is 
what drives our success and it’s vital that we do all we can  
to enable them to feel happy and fulfilled at work.

How we do things
We value diversity and encourage everyone to be  
themselves at work. We offer flexible and part-time  
working to help people, especially parents, juggle work  
with family life.

Through Wake up to Wellbeing, our employee wellbeing 
programme, we offer a range of activities and benefits across 
the broad areas of getting active, nutrition and diet, healthy 
choices, and emotional wellbeing. 

We provide plenty of opportunities to learn and grow, be it 
through formal training, coaching, or trying out a new hobby 
with Organix Learning.

We are active members of our local community. We’re part  
of several local sustainability networks, and we support local 
charities and good causes through our employee 
volunteering scheme.

We check-in with our people on a regular basis, through 
performance reviews, all-company meetings, and our 
employee forum (which meets every two months). Once a 
year we run our employee satisfaction survey, and we always 
respond to feedback and suggestions.



AT A GLANCE PROGRESS ON 2017 GOALS

GOAL PROGRESS STATUS
Goal 1: Developing our people’s resilience
Assess our team’s current approach to coping under pressure  
and provide training to help them develop new approaches.  
Also train managers further in effective coaching.

•  All Organix employees attended resilience training workshops. 
•  Managers took part in coaching workshops to equip them with  

the skills and know-how to be great coaches.

Completed

Goal 2: Increasing our volunteering
Increase our commitment to employee volunteering around the  
four pillars of education, environment, nutrition, and community.

•  New volunteering scheme introduced, where every employee  
can take one day off work to volunteer in the local community.

•  Volunteering policy to be developed in 2018.

In progress

Goal 3: Minding the gender pay gap
New gender pay gap reporting legislation comes into force in 2017, 
for any company with more than 250 employees. Organix is exempt 
but as advocates of equal opportunities we’ll be gathering our data 
and ensuring we’re open and fair to help inspire other companies  
to do the same.

•  Completed an internal review of Organix pay data, according  
to the criteria set out in the gender pay gap legislation. Showed 
that our pay and reward process is fair and does not discriminate 
on any basis.

Completed

Developing our  
people’s resilience
Like all businesses in today’s 
fast-paced world, Organix faces 
constant challenge and change. This 
pressure can sometimes be difficult 
for people to deal with and can affect 
their wellbeing. We want to support 
our people in managing the 
pressures of their jobs, so that they 
can continue to perform at their best.

In March 2017, we ran resilience-
training workshops, which everyone 
at Organix had the chance to 
attend. The workshops covered 
topics like emotional intelligence, 
managing workload, and dealing 
with change. They helped people 
understand how they personally 
deal with pressure, both at work 
and at home, and gave them 
practical tools and strategies to be 
able to better support themselves 
and those around them. 

The feedback was very positive,  
so much so that we ran a second 
session towards the end of the 
year, focusing in more depth on 
strategies for coping with change. 
It helped everyone feel more 
confident and capable 
heading into 2018.

Karen Long,  
Organix International Account Executive

“ Since doing the 
training I find I am 
better able to 
negotiate difficult 
situations and stay 
calm under pressure.”

Mental health awareness
We worked with the charity Rethink 
Mental Illness to run an awareness 
workshop for a group of Organix 
managers, where they discussed 
different mental health issues and how 
best to support people at work who 
may be struggling. The feedback was 
really positive, with people finding  
the session helpful and enlightening. 
The remaining managers, and all  
other Organix employees, will have the 
chance to attend the workshop in 2018. 

Coaching workshops
Our HR team ran coaching workshops 
to help managers learn how to be 
great coaches. The managers practiced 
skills such as asking insightful questions 
and active listening. We’ll be offering 
more of these sessions in 2018.

Learning something new
Organix Learning was more popular 
than ever, with 15 people learning new 
skills – everything from horse riding,  
to playing the cello, to learning a 
foreign language.

No gender pay gap here
Although Organix is exempt from the 
new gender pay gap legislation, we 
wanted to do our bit to champion 
equality. So we did an internal review 
of pay, using the guidelines set out in 
the legislation, which looks at the 
average hourly rate of pay for women 
versus men. The results showed that 
our pay and reward process is fair and 
applies to everyone, regardless of their 
gender. It also showed that people who 
work part-time or flexibly are not at a 
disadvantage. 

Employee volunteering
We launched a new volunteering 
scheme, where every employee gets 
one day off work to volunteer. Activities 
people could participate in included 
working at a nature reserve, helping 
out in a community garden, and 
working at a food bank. Around 46% of 
people took up their volunteering day 
and we hope to increase this in 2018. 
We’ll also be developing a volunteering 
policy to formalise our approach. 

New policies
We launched two new policies in 2017, 
both designed to support employee 
wellbeing. Our Resilience Policy 
contains useful information about how 
we help people maintain resilience. 
Our Carers Policy, designed for those 
with caring responsibilities, has 
information on issues like flexible 
working hours. 
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Caring for tomorrow

Did you know? Just a third of plastic 
packaging used in consumer products  
is recycled each year. The worst offender 
is plastic film, of which only about  
3% is recycled.6

We care about protecting the earth and its resources for 
future generations. We believe that the food industry has 
an important role to play in helping to achieve the United 
Nations Sustainable Development Goals, and we intend 
to lead by example.

We’re already doing a lot to be sustainable, not least by 
championing organic farming and food production methods, 
which are much kinder to the environment. But we want to 
take it much further. Our aim is to do for sustainable food 
what we are already doing for no junk children’s food –  
make it a real and accessible choice for everyone.

How we do things
Our food is 100% organic. We only use 100% segregated 
and sustainable RSPO and POIG certified palm oil in  
our biscuits.7

Our sustainability action plan is called Plan O. The Plan  
O team, made up of representatives from across Organix,  
drive forward a range of projects to help meet our 
sustainability goals. 

We use 100% renewable energy to power our office. Our 
warehouse in the Midlands is fitted with solar panels and 
LED lighting. We never use air freight – all of our food is 
transported by sea and road.

We send minimal food waste from our warehouse to landfill. 
The majority is given to charities, turned into animal feed,  
or recycled. 

All of our supply partners are members of Sedex – the 
Supplier Ethical Data Exchange. Sustainability plans are part 
and parcel of our way of working together. We share ideas 
for more sustainable solutions and jointly look for ways to 
improve our environmental performance.

84%
  of our packaging,  
by weight, is recyclable

-50%
  reduction in CO2 emissions 

from our warehouse  
since 2014

100%
  recyclable, FSC-certified  

carton board in our  
packaging

10
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Sustainability across  
our supply chain
For Organix, working with  
supply partners who share our 
commitment to sustainability  
is essential. 

In 2017, our distribution partner, 
Howard Tenens, joined the 
Government’s Low Emission Freight 
Trial – a project to test out next 
generation biogas trucks. They  
are partnering with another UK 
company who are developing the 
technology to produce biomethane 
gas from waste - a truly sustainable 
source. Howard Tenens expect  
to start using it in their two test 
vehicles from late-2018, which will 
reduce CO2 emissions by around 
80% compared to an equivalent 
diesel vehicle.

In Turkey, our raisin supply partner 
installed new solar panels on their 
factory roof, which will generate 
over 50% of the energy they need. 
Their ‘Happy Village’ project also 
provides training in organic farming 
methods to over 3,000 farmers  
in 150 villages across the region 
where they operate.

AT A GLANCE PROGRESS ON 2017 GOALS

GOAL PROGRESS STATUS
Goal 1: Measure and reduce our impacts
At every stage of our supply chain, establish ways to gather the  
data that will help us understand, measure and monitor our impacts. 
Learn from and collaborate with our partners, test different 
approaches, and put the successful ones into action.

•  Reduced our carbon footprint across the board. Worked with 
environmental consultants to review our CO2 measurement 
approach, using the Greenhouse Gas Protocol.

•  Began tracking emissions from transporting our foods from 
factories to our warehouse, and from employee air travel. 

•  Installed smart meters at Organix HQ.

In progress

Goal 2: Increase ethical transparency
Manage risks and opportunities in our supply chain through deeper 
analysis of our supply partners’ environmental information and data. 
Broaden our use of Sedex to indirect suppliers of raw ingredients, 
packaging and logistics. 

•  Expanded our use of Sedex by making membership a  
requirement for our ‘Tier 2’ haulage (logistics) suppliers.

•  Assessed country-level risks related to our raw ingredient  
supply chain and developed a short ‘watch list’ that we will  
monitor going forward.

In progress

Goal 3: Support sustainability at home
Work with the Bournemouth Sustainable Business Leadership  
Group and help support sustainability initiatives that benefit our  
city and set best practice for other cities across the country.

•  Organix Office Manager Helen Cookson became a director  
of Bournemouth Town Centre Business Improvement District.

•  Regular, ongoing engagement with the Bournemouth Sustainable 
Business Leadership group.

In progress

Gökçe Tezdogan, 
Raisin supply partner, Turkey

“ We share Organix  
philosophy of  
respecting people  
and the planet, while  
producing the highest  
quality organic foods.”

Plastic packaging projects
We have been working hard to find  
a sustainable alternative to flexible 
plastic film, which is not currently 
widely recycled in the UK. In 2017  
we trialled a new recyclable film, but  
it didn’t successfully meet all of our 
quality and food safety standards. We 
will continue to work with packaging 
experts and suppliers until we find  
a viable, sustainable solution.

Reducing our carbon 
footprint
Across the board, from warehousing,  
to transport, to employee travel, we 
reduced our carbon footprint in 2017 
(see next page). In June, we relocated 
our warehouse from Hampshire to the 
Midlands, moving closer to our 
customers and to one of our key 
suppliers, saving road miles, carbon 
emissions, and cost. 

We continued to work with major  
UK retailers to increase backhauling – 
filling up the retailers’ trucks with 
Organix foods on their return journey 
to their depot, helping to avoid empty 
trucks on the roads and reduce 
emissions. We also began tracking CO2 
emissions from transporting our food 
from factories to our warehouse and 
will start reporting on this next year. 

Expanding our use of Sedex
We expanded our use of Sedex to 
include the hauliers who transport our 
foods from factories to our warehouse 
(‘Tier 2’ suppliers), creating greater 
transparency in this important part  
of our supply chain.

Bee Careful
Organix is part of a Hero Group 
research project, Bee Careful, which 
aims to protect bee health. It is linked 
to HOBOS – an online bee education 
platform that gathers data from bee 
colonies, globally. Our high-tech 
monitoring hive at Bournemouth 
University feeds in live data and video 
footage. The data is helping to provide 
insights on bee behaviour, such as how 
they conserve energy and generate 
heat in the winter.  www.hobos.de 

Monitoring country risks
Drawing on information and rankings 
from NGOs such as Human Rights 
Watch, we assessed country-level 
human rights and corruption risks 
related to our raw ingredient supply 
chain. There were no immediate risks 
identified but we have developed a 
short ‘watch list’ of countries that we 
will actively monitor going forward. 

Tracking employee travel
We began tracking CO2 emissions  
from employee air travel to visit supply 
partners and attend international events. 
We try to limit ourselves to essential 
travel only and aim to further reduce 
our emissions over time. We are also 
looking into options for carbon offsets. 

Progress in 2017
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2017 Data Dashboard

Recycled versus non-recycled packaging Energy use at our warehouse (kWh/m2)8

Gender diversity of 
Organix 52 employees

Carbon emissions from transport 
(warehouse to stores, tCO2e)10 

Gender diversity of Organix 
management team

Full-time versus  
part-time employees

77% 23%

78% 22%

67% 33%

62% 38%

27% 73%

29% 71%

2017

2016

441

461
2016:

2017:

1.62kWh
2017:

2.12kWh
2016:

non- recycled  
plastic

 Full-time
 Part-time

16%

16%

84%

84%

recycled  
paper/card

2017

2016

Carbon emissions from our warehouse (kgCO2e/m2)9

0.57
0.95
2016:

2017:

Carbon emissions from 
employee travel (tCO2)

63.6
2017:

64.2
2016:

Energy use at Organix 
Headquarters (kWh)

69,737
2017:

76,952
2016:
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Looking Ahead…

Footnotes
1&2 Kantar and IRI research, January 2018
3  Organix analysis of 12 months worth of IRI sales data (to January 2018) 

for infant finger foods and snack foods, comparing the foods sold 
against UK Department of Health and Food Standards Agency 
guidelines on ‘family foods’ and ’non-infant specific foods’.

4  Organix benchmarking analysis of 140 of the UK’s top  
children’s snack foods.

5   RobertsonCooper, Good Day at Work™ Annual Report 2016/17.
6  UK Households Plastics Packaging Collection Survey 2017.

7  RSPO stands for Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil and POIG  
stands for Palm Oil Innovation Group. Both of these groups provide 
benchmarking and certification for sustainable palm oil.

8    From purchased energy only. Does not include energy consumption 
from on-site solar panels.

9   2017 Defra electricity emission factor: 0.35156 kg CO2e per kWh.
10  This is an estimate of the emissions from transporting our foods from 

our central, UK-based warehouse to UK retail stores. It does not 
include deliveries made using backhauling, or deliveries of samples to 
Organix office. Nor does it include inbound deliveries from our supply 
partner factories to our warehouse.

In 2018 and beyond, we will continue to work 
towards being a more sustainable business, and 
achieving our vision of a world where healthy, 
nutritious food is a real choice for everyone. 
We’ll continue to progress the goals we set 
ourselves in 2017, and will focus on three 
overarching ambitions, which encompass our 
work on Food Leadership and Plan O – our 
sustainability action plan. In doing this, we aim 
to contribute to two of the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) –  
SDG 2 and SDG 12.

We’ll collaborate with retailers and the food industry to  
raise standards, and engage policy makers at a national  
and international level to strengthen legislation. Leading  
by example and harnessing Organix campaigning spirit,  
we will work to make change happen.

 AMBITION 3: 

Reduce our use of natural  
resources in our operations  
and supply chain.
At Organix, our direct impacts – from our HQ office in 
Bournemouth – are relatively small. But our indirect impacts 
across our supply chain are more significant. They span our 
food’s whole lifecycle, from farming, to manufacturing, to 
packaging and transportation. We believe we have a 
responsibility to do everything we can to minimise natural 
resource use at every stage. 

Over the past few years Organix and our supply partners 
have invested in many resource efficiency improvements, 
from installing LED lighting, to fitting solar panels, to 
recycling rainwater. In 2017 we improved how we measure 
our impacts in key areas like transportation. Going forward 
we will continue to gather the data and find efficiencies, 
collaborating with our partners and working together to 
make things more sustainable.

 AMBITION 1: 

Make all Organix  
packaging fully sustainable by 2023. 
Currently, 84% of our packaging (by weight) is carton 
board, which is fully recyclable. By switching to 100% FSC 
certified board in 2016, we have also made sure that it 
comes from sustainably managed forests. The remaining 
16% of our packaging is flexible plastic film. Though 
lightweight to transport, it is not currently recyclable, and 
we’re determined to find a more sustainable alternative. 

We have been working on this for some time now, but 
there are food safety and manufacturing challenges to 
contend with. We’re beginning to see promising results 
from the trials we are running with potential suppliers of 
biodegradable film, and we will continue to progress 
things in the coming years. We won’t rest until we meet 
our goal of 100% sustainable packaging. 

 AMBITION 2: 

Create real change in children’s  
food legislation and improve  
the standard of food that is  
on offer to children and parents. 
This has been Organix mission since our company was 
founded 26 years ago and it remains a constant priority  
for us. Through our Food Leadership work and our reports 
and campaigns, we will continue to raise awareness and 
advocate change. 

  SDG 2: End hunger, achieve food 
security and improved nutrition and 
promote sustainable agriculture.

  SDG 12: Ensure sustainable 
consumption and production 
patterns.
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Supporting the Sustainable 
Development Goals



You’ll find this report and our 2016 sustainability  
report on our website: www.organix.com/GRI 
We’d love to hear what you think of our report. 
You can email us at contactus@organix.com
To keep in touch with all our latest updates and  
to join the Organix community, follow us on:

 /organixfood  @organixbrands  /organixfood


